Administration dropped some of its provocative language.
Senior U.S. intelligence sources confirmed that the
Pentagon and State Department have been conferring
regularly with their Chinese counterparts. The Chinese,
in effect, are functioning as honest brokers between
Washington and Pyongyang. According to the sources,
Chinese officials warned the Obama Administration
that the North Koreans were viewing the military deployments and statements as provocations, and that
Washington’s behavior was driving the situation closer
to the brink of military confrontation. It was this Chinese intervention, the sources confirmed, that led to the
Pentagon background briefing.
In the coming days, Kerry, National Security Advisor Thomas Donilon, and Dempsey will all be traveling
to Beijing to confer with their Chinese counterparts.

The British-Obama Factor
The danger is that Obama will refuse to de-escalate
the threats against North Korea. In an April 7 article,
Leslie Gelb, former State Department official, and expresident of the Council on Foreign Relations, chastized
Obama for remaining committed to military confrontation with Iran, the other prime target of the U.S. efforts
to ostensibly prevent nuclear proliferation. Obama has
repeatedly threatened to use military force to prevent
Iran from obtaining a nuclear bomb. The tensions rose
on the Iranian front as well this weekend, when the latest

Citing SDI: A Call for
U.S.-Russian Cooperation
March 30—Graham Allison, a former Assistant Secretary of Defense, who was involved in developing
U.S. policy toward Russia in the Clinton Administration, and is now director of the Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs at the Harvard Kennedy School, penned an op-ed in the March 28 Los
Angeles Times, wondering what President Reagan
would do, were he here today, in the midst of the
U.S.-Russia ballistic missile defense impasse.
“My bet is that he would offer the Russians not
only transparency about U.S. missile defense systems, but actual shared control of those systems in a
reconfigured deployment that would incorporate
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round of UN P5+1 talks apparently failed to make progress. Catherine Ashton, the European Union’s foreign
minister and the chief representative of the P5+1, issued
a statement after two days of talks in Kazakstan, indicating that they had not achieved a breakthrough. This puts
the Iran situation back into play as a second front where
thermonuclear weapons could be used.
Kerry is now in Israel for three days of talks, and the
Iran situation is at the top of the agenda. Israeli officials,
including Minister of Strategic Affairs Yuval Steinetz,
have issued bellicose statements warning that Washington must decide “within weeks” to take military action
before Iran crosses Israel’s “red line” of 225 kilos of
20% enriched uranium. During his recent visit to Israel,
Obama reiterated his promise to Prime Minister Netanyahu that Washington was prepared to use military
force to prevent Iran from obtaining a nuclear bomb.
Now, Netanyahu is tightening the noose around
Obama’s neck to force an escalation in the crisis.
The lack of confidence in the Anglo-American willingness to solve both the North Korean and Iranian situations through persistent, patient diplomacy has provoked other warnings from informed quarters. Russian
President Vladimir Putin gave a lengthy interview to
Germany’s ARD TV and radio on April 5, assailing the
U.S.-Europe policy of regime-change in Syria. Graham
Allison, a former top State Department official in the
Reagan Administration, in an op-ed, compared Obama
Russian as well as U.S. radar systems, and invite
Russia to join the U.S. in deploying defenses against
emerging nuclear threats.”
Allison likens Reagan’s proposal to “President
Kennedy’s pledge to send a man to the Moon.” Reagan’s vision, he says “was meant to stretch minds to
new realities that most found inconceivable.”
Allison reviews both the Soviet distrust of Reagan’s motives, and the “fiery criticism at home and
abroad.” Today, ballistic missile defense is a “stumbling block in the U.S.-Russian relations,” and requires a Reaganesque “thinking well outside the
box” of proposals now on the table.
Allison’s writing stands in stark contrast to the SDI
30th anniversary event held on March 19 by the Heritage Foundation, which, 30 years ago, worked tirelessly
to sabotage both President Reagan’s push to develop
new directed-energy technologies for missile defense,
and his offer of collaboration with the Soviet Union.
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